
Noetic Sciences Quick Remote Viewing Target tasked by IONS - NQ6
Remote viewed by Anita Ikonen - Method EEC
Tasking: The target is one of the five pictures shown on the screen 
Target no target number 
Today March 11, 2019
Start 5:31 PM

Noetic matching 6
Today March 11, 2019
Start 5:31 PM

This one follows immediately after the previous session without any sufficient 30 minute feedback 
stage or 1 hour in between. 

I will again only rely on the initial stage impressions and omit a secondary probing stage. 
I again conceal the five picture options for later. 

Ouch, hard steel sharp sharp metal ouch! Piercing hard pointy sharp! Against a green background of 
vegetation. Ouch! Sharp pointing up! Ouch! 

Ok that was the initial elements without probing in for any other elements. 

5:36 PM I now look to see the five picture options. 
Foxes peeking out from a hole in the ground. 
Waterfall against black rocks and water falling into a water pool. 
Tiger in the snow. 
Train approaching on train tracks. 
Kayaker in rough waters with rocks. 

None remind me instantly of my initial elements or drawing, perhaps the train tracks are the black 
sharp metals and the trees in the background would be the green? 

Foxes: No metal. Some green. 
Waterfall: No metal. Some green. 
Tiger: No metal. Some green. 
Train: Metal. Green. 
Kayaker: No metal. No green. 

The waterfall feels too soft. 

Well since I am only going by the initial impressions I will sloppily just choose the train tracks. No it 
was the tiger I chose the wrong image. Correct image was tiger. I have nothing to say as to 
feedback. I am breaking all protocol by not letting time in between, by using this iffy protocol with 
this matching assignment, and by not doing any kind of secondary stage. I'm not even sure yet 
where the signal is or how. 



5:40 PM End notes. 


